
COMPUTERIZED PAYROLL

Instituting computerized payroll systems within your business or organization can bring forth positive changes, saving
hours producing and updating physical.

The Accountant will compute the salary and deductions then the accountant will give it to the treasurer to
prepare the vouchers for each employee and prepares the budget for the salary, and then the treasurer will give
it to the Municipal Mayor, the one who will approve the budget releasing; afterwards the HR will ensure the
cheque for the withdrawal of the budget. For example, one section may be devoted to employee accounts, one
for payroll data and another for reports or graphs. Whether you're a small, medium or large organization, this
type of system creates efficiency as all records can be stored, organized and maintained electronically.
Administrator Level â€” have the full access on the system. A computerized payroll system has direct-deposit
capability, which saves money spent on live checks and reconciliation. When it comes to personal computers
and hardcopies of paperwork, there is always a chance they will be lost. Applying the computerized payroll
system will give much more accurate computation of the salary. If the program file of the payroll system are
damage or corrupted there will be a duplicate copy either on the CD or secondary hard disk. The programs
have various screens into which managers and clerks enter employee data and time sheets; other programs
calculate check amounts and produce reports. Serve as an alternative to the time card of the Bundy Clock
Leave form â€” a blank leave form for leave request. When the software generates checks or direct-deposit
transactions it adds records to a payment table in the database. From there, the payroll program does any
necessary mathematical equations for tasks like taking out taxes and other deductions. Companies can choose
to have an in-house system or have an outside company do it for them. Theoretical framework helps
researchers to determine problem areas, research questions that need to be addressed and the methodology in
which helps to find an answer to the research questions. It is also used in automating and providing timely and
accurate payroll processing for all types of employees. Any small business owner knows that organizing and
keeping up with payroll is another job in itself. Advantages Instead of having to constantly battle with
numbers, computerized payroll accounting only requires you to enter numbers correctly once. Like different
word processors or other computer programs, they largely offer the same types of features with slightly
different interfaces. However, what is often overlooked is exactly how much companies save by tracking their
employees with an automated solution. It covers the following qualification.


